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beckoned to the rich. A commercial traveller told himself that he would have time to call at his employer's in the rue d'Aboukir before going on to his home near the Cours de Vincennes. A country gentleman and his family, friends of the Saint-Papouls, on their way back from their estate in Pe*rigord, thought about an apartment in Passy, on the third floor of a rather dark staircase, with a double door of painted oak. (Its long passages smelt of dust. The girls' rooms looked out on the garden. The leaves were turning yellow.) A pretty prostitute tried to get a little sleep, in order to pluck up her courage to walk her beat around the promenade at the Folies-Bergere that very night.
Jerphanion thought of the Pantheon, of the rue d'Ulm, of a dark building standing among trees. The ficoles quarter, with its cafes, its cook-shops, and its rather thin girls, made signs to the students; the eighth district, with its restaurants and hotels de luxe, to the foreign tourists; Saint-Sulpice to the country priests; the Goutte-d'Or to the Belgians who were coming to work on the railway.
Other travellers knew that they would no sooner have crossed the line of fortifications in one direction before they would have to cross it again in the opposite direction in a tram-car or a suburban train. Their goal was somewhere in these very suburbs which the express was hastily traversing. They felt like saying : " But here we are I " - hanging on to a house which they could see passing and which might be their own; putting the brakes on this train, which was going to make them cover so much of the same ground over again.
So, one after the £ther, the eleven expresses brought to Paris people who were already distributed in advance.
And Paris, awaiting them under this October twilight -Paris opened out like a hand bearing the marks of mysterious powers, criss-crossed with contrary influences, furrowed with secret lines, which the eyes of no visitor had perceived from the top of her monuments, which appeared on no map, which no traveller in the trains would find mentioned

